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In recognition of the significant strides we have taken to preserve the value of WAPA and the way of life of the communities we all serve, our theme this year is one of Engaging in a World of Change. The partnerships and common goals we share are the foundation of a bright future that is stable and progresses WAPA toward a successful, relevant and valuable future.

Stability and progress at first glance sound antithetical to one another—a clear contradiction—but they are inextricably linked and, in reality, co-dependent on one another. We cannot be a progressive organization without stability in our purpose, finances, people and operations. We cannot be a stable organization without making progress in our ability to deliver on our mission in a changing energy world, modernizing our operations, securing our financing and developing our people into thoughtful, collaborative leaders capable of carrying on our legacy.

We are seeking that balance between stability and progress through continuous engagement with you—our customers, the Department of Energy, our neighbors in the utility industry and with our employees.

It is no coincidence that three of our six core values are directly tied to engagement:

- Listen to understand, speak with purpose.
- Seek. Share. Partner.
- Respect self, others and the environment.

Engaging at all levels pays dividends to WAPA and customers; it is vital we are present in discussions about the energy industry and with people who can control our destiny with or without our input. It is why I have made more than 200 visits to members of Congress and their staffs in
Washington D.C. since 2013 and testified at eight hearings. It is why I have made it a priority to rebuild our relationship with DOE, through the Office of Electricity, and participate on the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council. Turnover in the staff levels of these groups is high, and it is important to continue educating our leadership and the people who hold the purse strings as to who WAPA is, why we exist and the value we bring to rural America.

Being part of the Department of Energy has its advantages; in 2019 alone we obtained $2.8 million in non-reimbursable funding to help with cybersecurity and physical security and also received $1.25 million in IT equipment and licenses. DOE can advocate our needs to other federal agencies and to Congress, such as supporting our efforts with the Purchase Power and Wheeling authority to ensure it is appropriately understood and scored by the Congressional Budget Office.

It has been a great journey and privilege to work with all our customers and WAPA employees to secure a relevant and beneficial future where WAPA is a stable, progressive and engaged organization focused on delivering on our mission, operating safely, securely and reliably, and preparing for the new energy frontier. We have, through frequent and respectful discourse and collaboration, found ways to better understand one another, manage the many opportunities before us and develop better tools for communicating and working together that yield tremendous results.

The Source is one specific example of this success, garnering prestigious awards this year for government and organizational transparency from an international public relations firm and from the government in a Gears of Government award.
We must make a concerted and purposeful effort to engage you in your world and see firsthand your specific and unique needs, challenges and opportunities so we can optimally position ourselves to meet your needs in the future.

**Big rock questions answered**

In preparing for this meeting I took the time to look at the past six speeches I have given to you at this annual event.

Looking through the past IEDA annual meeting speeches, I came across the 10 Big Rock questions from 2014—the questions you should be asking of us. Does anyone remember those? I thought it would be interesting to take a look back at those and briefly see where we are and perhaps see the big rocks we did not see coming.

To begin with the questions, from a rates perspective:  
*What is WAPA doing to look at the major cost drivers?*

Since 2013, we have returned about $2 billion to the Treasury, helping pay down that debt, ease pressure on cash flow and facilitate predictable financial planning for customers. The Boulder Canyon Project base charge decreased by almost 8 percent thanks to collaboration with the Bureau of Reclamation and the Boulder Canyon Project customers. The Parker-Davis Project power rate did increase in fiscal year 2020, but we have been working with those customers to level future increases. Lastly, the transmission rates for WAPA projects continue to be the lowest in the Desert Southwest.
On our side, we continue to improve on our business processes with the goals of better predictability, cost containment and making sure we are properly managing the lifecycle of our assets. The tools we have developed over the past several years from unified 10-year capital plans, to asset management, to our reserve strategy and to improving our planning processes are allowing WAPA to be more efficient than ever.

The Continuous Process Improvement Program topped $93 million this year in mostly cost avoidance. Implementing common tools, especially in IT with projects like selecting a common SCADA vendor, results in fewer maintenance, service, installation, employee training and other redundant costs paid separately per region for the same service.

Our Office of Security and Emergency Management avoided a one-time cost of more than $1 million by consolidating alarm monitoring, rightsizing the contract security force and implementing enhanced procedures for identifying security solutions. The office will also save us more than $443,000 annually starting in fiscal year 2021 by absorbing the roles performed by contactors with no increase in federal staff.

We continue to find, evaluate and implement best practices in the utility industry to maintain our extensive transmission assets. Using drones and helicopter-assisted maintenance where sensible, we can avoid costs, reduce time spent on maintenance projects and avoid environmental impacts.

Desert Southwest used drones to capture vital substation facility information to meet North American Electric Reliability Corporation compliance obligations in a manner that dramatically reduced physical risk to employees, costs, and avoided detrimental system outages.
In another project, crews used human external cargo techniques to replace worn-out jumpers on all eight 230-kilovolt transmission lines carrying Hoover hydropower to Mead Substation.

Cost savings and avoidance through continuous improvement allow us to redeploy limited resources to other pressing priorities, ensuring we are spending money and time on the right programs and activities.

*Second question: Given the potential of dramatic spot market volatility, what should we collectively be doing to ensure purchase power and wheeling costs are better managed?*

PPW has been a focus area for us as it is the greatest source of volatility and uncertainty in rates.

To help prepare for the next drought or the continuation of the drought in the Colorado River, the reserve balance strategy, created in conjunction with our customers, outlines a reasonable threshold of funds to retain for PPW. We expect to reach our target amount of $393 million in 2020, which should be enough to fund about three years’ worth of drought costs. A healthy PPW account improves WAPA and customer cash management and allows for continued funding of critical capital construction and maintenance projects.

As I mentioned earlier, we also continue to engage with DOE, Congress and others on PPW authority. This year, we and the other power marketing administrations submitted a report to Congress that details our authority and current execution of using receipts as offsetting collections for PPW, describes risk mitigation strategies and proposes common
definitions. This report is available at The Source. Our goal is to help D.C. understand the necessity of PPW authority and how it affects, or does not affect, rates or Treasury returns.

The third and fourth questions look at asset management. First, *Is WAPA investing sufficiently given the risk and age profiles of our equipment?*

Our asset management program continues to mature and evolve in its ability to make data-driven recommendations for re-investment based on a number of inter-related factors, including asset health, criticality and last and probably least, age. As we all know, some of us are old and still have useful life. Some of us are young and need replacing.

We continue to add new asset classes to our program; this year, we successfully incorporated current transformers, capacitor voltage transformers, station batteries and network equipment. The first report on these assets is expected in 2020.

You may have also seen our first Asset Management Almanac, designed to provide a better understanding of our assets as we move from maintenance to rebuilding in some areas. Bottom line up front: Our transmission assets, including the ongoing rebuild of the Parker-Davis Project, are in good shape. Equipment is not on the brink of failure, and many critical items have redundancies in case of an unexpected failure. The health and strength of our transmission system owes much to the engagement between WAPA and our customers from today and spanning decades into the past.
From 2013 through 2018, Desert Southwest Region has started capital projects totaling about $228 million of investment. Of this, 61 percent is for Capitalized Operation and Maintenance, also known as RRADs; this program averages about 80 projects per year. The other 39 percent is for the Construction Program, which has started around 80 capital projects since FY 2013, including the Hassayampa Tap project, rebuilding the Gila-to-Gila Valley Laterals and reconstructing the Gila-to-Wellton Mohawk I-8 crossing.

Through the Prepayments Memorandum of Understanding, you are major contributors to these projects.

There are also new investments we are making to help support your needs, such as the Electrical District 5-to-Palo Verde Hub project where we engaged with the Transmission Infrastructure Program to bring a much needed transmission path to the area.

The support we receive from you to re-invest in our transmission system and prepare it for a connected, modern future are critical to WAPA’s continued success, relevance and value. Failing to maintain a safe, reliable grid is not an option. If we have ever wondered if anyone would notice if our system fell into disrepair, the events in California the past couple years have disabused us of that fantasy.

Working together on the 10-year capital plans, another major accomplishment in improving engagement, transparency and collaboration, we will be able to sustainably fund and maintain our transmission system well into the future.

The second asset management question asked:
Is WAPA was prepared for a dramatic increase in intermittency and the system management changes that will occur?

A prescient question given today’s environment, and I do not know if any of us expected the bottom to fall out of the coal industry as quickly as it has. In November, the Navajo Generating Station – the West’s largest coal plant and the only coal asset in WAPA’s inventory—shuttered as have many other coal plants across the nation. The hole coal has left behind has been filled with questions about reliability and the capacity deficit brought about by attempting to replace baseload generation with intermittent resources.

We have been working diligently to solve the impending challenges of increased intermittent generation before the problems come to fruition. We have added real-time engineers to our dispatch centers, conjuring a profession out of thin air to meet a compliance requirement and the real-world need to evaluate system conditions more frequently and comprehensively. Eventually, the data avalanche will become so overwhelming we will need to rely on artificial intelligence to parse valuable information through the noise and make the instantaneous decisions and adjustments necessary to reliably operate the grid.

We also decided to move toward energy imbalance management solutions as our hydropower resources in the Western Interconnection are anticipated to no longer be able to meet the real-time demands of a more variable energy mix. Our options to accommodate increasing intermittency in the balancing authorities boiled down to joining an energy imbalance market or service or purchasing more generation resources to meet real-time needs.
We believe that joining a larger market footprint for energy imbalance will best protect the hydropower resource while cost effectively adapting to the changing generation mix—another example of the dual import of stability and progress.

Employees at WAPA will be working diligently toward these efforts this coming year, whether it is joining SPP’s Western Energy Imbalance Service in February 2021 for Upper Great Plains, Rocky Mountain and the Colorado River Storage Project; joining the California Independent System Operator’s Western Energy Imbalance Market in April 2021 for Sierra Nevada; or making a final decision next year for DSW. I can say, with certainty, this will be the most important activity before us in 2020 after keeping the lights on and the power flowing.

The future is looking brighter for our human capital questions, including the next two Big Rock questions:

*How is WAPA managing an aging or close-to-retiring workforce?* AND *How will WAPA compete for talent in a market with greater technical demands and higher pay than the federal system?*

A major concern expressed when I first joined WAPA in 2013 was the departure of staff, retention of personnel and the ability to attract the talent we need. I am proud to say that based on our Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey we have, for the fifth year in a row, increased our employee satisfaction in virtually every area. We are ranked in the top quartile of best places to work in the federal government.

It remains true that our ability to attract talent through wages and benefits remains strictly confined to the overall government model. Instead, we market our mission, our core values and the amazing work
we do for America to potential recruits, many of whom want a purpose in addition to a paycheck.

Finally, we are working on retaining the excellent employees we have now. Our data indicates that if an employee remains with WAPA for five years, the chances of them staying at the organization for their career increases dramatically. To that end, we have focused on improving work-life programs for employees, like telework and flexible hours (for applicable positions), ensuring career progression opportunities and offering leadership development programs. A key focus for WAPA is leadership development, where we have committed budget and are fostering the next generation of WAPA leaders.

The next questions focused on sustainable funding, including one that remains a challenge today:
*Given the continued decline in appropriations, will WAPA be able to manage the 10-year capital plan requirements?*

Looking at our 10-year capital plans, we anticipate about $160 million of investment into our system each year to maintain the high degree of reliability we have come to enjoy, rely upon and expect.

As I discussed earlier, the partnership we share with customers to reinvest in our system remains vital and strong, and we will continue to rely on customer support for alternative financing for capital investments.

Another part of our three-pronged reserve balance strategy includes retaining up to three years’ worth of capital investment needs to make up for a temporary shortfall in any funding source, including in
appropriations. Yet, that is not a long-term strategy. We have coordinated and gained support for increased appropriations from DOE starting in fiscal year 2021 and are currently coordinating that increase with OMB.

With enhancements in asset management, the 10-year capital plans and planned improvements regarding internal workload planning, we expect to have the right projects, with the right resources at the right times to care for 17,231 miles of transmission lines, 114,863 transmission structures, 322 substations and 487 communication sites in WAPA’s inventory.

The other funding question is one we asked you: Will you as customers be able to pass along costs in this changing environment?

Our low rates have provided stability for numerous small- and mid-sized communities across the West, allowing those areas to focus on increased prosperity and other needed investments.

The stable and lower rates from WAPA permit headroom for public power, rural electric cooperatives, irrigation districts, Native American tribes and public utility districts, among others, to do what you need to ensure your continued success and value.

The progress we are making in multiple initiatives and activities is necessary to create headroom for WAPA to accommodate the requirements on the horizon, including greater scrutiny on complying with records managements laws, regulations and executive orders; new Critical Infrastructure Protection standards from NERC; the ever-
growing demand for more network capacity; and the exponential need to secure our equipment from attack. The more efficient we become, the better we will be able to hold down rates and meet the changing requirements. The name of the game will continue to be cost avoidance and prioritization of the many needs facing WAPA.

The final two questions revolved around markets, which I addressed in some depth already. But I want to make a few more key points on the arrival of markets in the West to answer:

*How will WAPA have to operate its system in the world of markets and what will this do to costs? AND Given the move to SPP [for UGP in 2015], the consideration of Northwest Power Pool, the California situation and other pressures, how should WAPA respond to protect its customers’ rights and the availability of federal hydropower.*

The first accomplishment to note here is the completion of the Boulder Canyon remarketing and post-2017 Hoover allocations, which resulted in historic 50-year contracts for Hoover customers, including 23 new Native American tribes.

Long-term contracts help protect customers’ investment in this successful business model and preserve affordable hydropower for communities for decades to come.

In terms of markets, we should not overlook that WAPA is a major player. When Mountain West Transmission Group dissolved in 2018, an editorial statement made by a reporter in an article caught my attention. To paraphrase, he opined, correctly, that any market initiative in the West would have to involve WAPA due to our “sprawling transmission system.” We have power as WAPA. We have influence to shape the
future of the energy industry, even without load. It is our responsibility and obligation to use that power and influence to benefit our mission and our customers.

I must admit my thinking on markets has changed over the past few years. There are benefits to participating in a full market. Joining the SPP regional transmission organization for UGP’s east system has resulted in net benefits in the neighborhood of $125-150 million since 2015. The benefits we are seeing are significant and should not be ignored in this time of change.

To be clear, marketing and delivery of hydropower is our mission. To be successful in that mission, we must be involved in the other matters that affect WAPA, the grid and our customers.

Failing to do so is equivalent to failing at our mission because we must proactively carve a place for preference power in the future. That place is not guaranteed.

The Rocks we missed
We have also seen some big rocks that I did not anticipate in 2014, namely, the importance of integrated vegetation management, cybersecurity and physical security. All three, while valuable, have diverted attention and resources for utilities across the nation.

No one could have anticipated the effect a northern California utility and mismanagement at many levels could have on the nation. There is plenty of blame to go around, but the ultimate affect has been increased scrutiny of utilities and their programs to prevent fires caused by
powerlines. In California, we are regularly asked why we are still energized when Pacific Gas & Electric has shut off power to millions.

Keeping the lights on is a physics and engineering challenge, not a political decision. There has been almost a paradigm shift in utilities’ thinking in California: It used to be that utilities kept the lights on unless there were no other viable options (a physics and engineering challenge). Now, California utilities turn off the lights proactively to prevent being the cause of a lethal and devastating wildfire, whether or not they were negligent (a political decision). For us, we are committed to the former line of thought, but that takes committed resources to accomplish.

Integrated vegetation management has jumped in criticality to asset management, and could be considered an indicator of asset condition. The risk of poor vegetation management is too high to warrant anything but the most concerted and genuine effort.

To that end, we are reviewing and strengthening our integrated vegetation management programs to a stricter level than before, working with landowners and other agencies to help reduce the risk of vegetation-and-powerline interactions and participating in utility committees to learn best practices from others.

Cybersecurity and physical security, too, while always present, had been focused more on installing the proper measures to dissuade someone from breaking in and stealing valuables—the tools, vehicles and copper wire, much like we would do for our cars and homes. But make no mistake, the grid is under attack on a regular basis from state-sponsored actors, terrorists and other nefarious groups down to the people who think it would be funny to spark chaos by causing a black out. The grid
is a prime target, and we must continue to mature our security programs to adequately defend against these threats.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the number of accomplishments WAPA, in cooperation with all of you, has made since 2013 is as incredible as it is humbling. None of these successes were achieved in a vacuum, and all required dedication, respect, communication, professionalism and a staggering amount of knowledge and expertise across the board.

Engaging with one another will be key to our collective success. In 2019, we implemented the Joint Planning Agreement for DSW, defining our commitment to collaborate with you, codifying our joint desire to maintain a robust and healthy transmission system and promising to continue to be transparent.

Using tools like the JPA and other venues to engage in a world of change, I am confident that together, WAPA and customers will continue the collaborative and fruitful discussions and activities to make our intertwined futures a continued success. We may not always agree, but with respectful dialogue and understanding of everyone’s needs, we can continue to navigate the energy frontier and define a relevant and valued future for all of us.